Battle for Your Heart
SAFETY PLAN
The Safety Plan outlined below is subject to meeting limits outlined by the state of Alabama and may be adjusted to align
with current state regulations.
The Battle for the Heart is an in-person event. In light of the current health concerns
surrounding COVID Wellspring Group will observe the following safety plan:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternate cancellation policy is in effect
Each participant will sign a waiver form upon arrival indicating that they haven’t been running fever or had a
known exposure; if a team member becomes sick at the last minute and cannot attend, they will have the
option to participate in hybrid/streaming format. The team would be responsible to conference the quarantined
group member in for small group time
Individual room keys will be cleaned in advance by 4H staff and placed in an envelope with the corresponding
name
Hotel rooms will not be cleaned/refreshed during the course of your stay but fresh towels will be available as
needed
Food will be served in disposable containers by 4H staff with required safety precautions in place Face masks will
be required in large group teaching sessions
We will make every effort to have hand sanitizer and disinfectants available to participants at all times, however
participants are encouraged to bring their own supplies as needed
Teams will still sit together at a single table, but there will be a separation from tables of other teams
Event participants may be spread across two meeting spaces at the facility to maintain adequate social
distancing. As a result, participants may experience teaching through a combination of live-in-person and
livestream-via-video conference
Separate sick room/space will be available in the event one or more persons becomes sick and needs to be
isolated until he/she is able to leave the facility

Safety Options -left up to the small group’s discretion:
•
•
•

The use of masks during small group times is optional unless required by law.
Chairs for small group meetings will be located in facilitator’s room, but groups are permitted to move to an
alternate space that provides for privacy and quiet. If groups are planning to meet outside, they should consider
additional items they may need to bring (light source, heavier jackets, etc.).
In the main auditorium of the facility and in the dining hall, teams can spread out as much as space permits
utilizing both sides and the front around their table.

Note: While every effort will be made to provide a safe environment, there is no way Wellspring Group, its board or
Alabama 4-H center can provide a risk-free environment. Individuals are responsible for taking additional steps (beyond
those outlined here) to ensure their own safety. In the event a situation arises at the retreat which causes concern, please
bring it to the attention of Wellspring Group or Alabama 4H Center staff.

